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The journey in China is a cuisine itself. Where will Chinese Cuisine take you?
This book is dedicated to those who fighting for their dreams.
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Part I Topic and Idea Selection

Exploring
Concernes of
the World
TOPIC 1

TOPIC 2

TOPIC 3

TOPIC 4

TOPIC 5

I noticed that American people is

I found that the stores in cites of

Compared with those restaurants

Almost all banks in american offer

Many people in America do not have

afraid to see the good shelves of

the United States closed very early.

in Chinatown, San Francisco and in

online and mobile service. But in

good eating habits. They are getting

Chinese food in the groceries because

People cannot get enough service

China. The United States is lacking

the governmental agencies such as

increasingly fat. The government

they know about how to use those

after work or in the holiday.

GOURMET Chinese restaurant and

DMV in SF. People should make an

should concern people’s healthy.

food materials. Many good quality

People cannot get enough
service because stores
closed early.

cuisine culture.

appointment or wait so long time.

Chinese Food in the US is not
gourmet enough.

Many American
people need government’s
healthy concern.

I want to investigate how to make 24/7

I want to investigate how to promote

Governmental agencies
are lacking online and
mobile service.

service available and popular for some

gourmet Chinese cuisine to

I want to investigate how to

stores to attract more costumers.

American people and totally change

enable online or mobile service for

I want to investigate how to make

the way that American people think

governmental agencies.

American people familiar with Chinese

about Chinese cuisine.

Chinese food products are very
lacking of packaging design which
cannot reflect its high quality.

Chinese Food products is
strange to American people.

Food products. To improve the quality
of the packaging of Chinese food
products is necessary.

I want to investigate how to correct
bad eating habits of American people.
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How
I tackled
the issue
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Part II Brand Development
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Part II
Brand
Development

Finding the Best Topic
Idea I

Idea 2

Idea 3

Chinese Food Ingredients

Chinese Sweets and Dessert Store

Gourmet Chinese Restaurant

The American people was very unfamiliar

Is Chinese sweets, pies, muffins and cakes

Many Chinese restaurants provide

withe Chinese food Ingredients. How

welcomed by the American people?

delicious but low-priced Chinese food.

can they use them when cooking?

Almost all the Chinese Bakeries do

How to make the restaurant gourmet to
earn more money?

There is no reason to reject delicious

not have elegant design. That why

food. My plan is to repackaging those

American people do not even walk in

Almost all the normal Chinese

food Ingredients to make the American

although the products of that bakery is

restaurants are lacking good design.

people know the propose of each food

so delicious. My plan is to branding a

A successful design can change

material. Tell the American people how

Chinese bakery and make that bakery

everything for the restaurant. My plan

they can use and what kind of meals

welcomed by American People.

is to provide very high-end graphic

they can make when cooking.

design for a Chinese Restaurant.
Through it, the restaurant can be totally
changed to a gourmet restaurant.
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Brand ramework
Name

Category

Purpose

Scope

General Information

Sensations - A simple but elegant word

Cultural ans Commercial.

The purpose is to promote the high

It is hard to say if it is a international or

My brand is not just selling Chinese

to emphasis the rich flavors of the food

My brand is culture and products

quality but unfamiliar Chinese food

not. The background of the brand may

food and food materials in the market.

products. This is my favourite one.

focused.

materials to western people. By

be an overseas investment from China.

It is a high-end food experience for the

providing elegant graphic design and

But all the product lines is focused on

customers. My brand will also regularize

proper product guide, people can

the American market.

the messy situation of the Chinese

Sinotaste - Combine Sino (Chinese)
with taste together.

Location

be attracted by those new food. The

Master Wang’s - A typical Chinese

As per the Chinese food materials as

people that my brand will serve are

food brand or restaurant name. All the

the main products of my brand, it will

people who love cooking and eating

competitors are using this kind of name

be locate in the supermarkets and

gourmet Chinese food. People can

such as Annie Chun’s.

groceries. The location can be any

establish a new impression on Chinese

kind of food store no matter there is

food materials.

Cathay Gourmet - Still not sure if it
can be use. It is a nice and literate
name I think but more likely a name for
restaurant. How do you think of it?

Chinese specialized or international.

food shelves by its clear and elegant
Competition & Inspiration
Annie Chun’s, Ajinomoto, Nong Shim,
Hakubaku, All Recipes

packaging design.
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Personas

Persona I

William
40, Male, Caucasian, Married,
New American Cuisine Chef,
Salary: $95,000
1. Having professional experience on cooking and world cuisines
2. Very interested in exploring new food materials in the market
3. Find new flavors and international cuisines interesting
4. Personally like to eat and learn Asian cuisine very much
5. Curious about many different cultures and lifestyles
6. Always think about how to improve his own dishes
7. Cooking for the restaurant but not home because so tired
when gets off work
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Personas

Persona II

Ann

35, Female, Caucasian, Married
Career Woman
Salary: $75,000
1. Love cooking and enjoy her own homemade cuisine
3. Thought quality is far more important than the price of
food materials
2. A little bit lazy to cook so always go to Panda Express
4. Have a problem in reading ingredients list in other language
5. Know English and Español only
6. Afraid of going to Chinatown because she really don’t
know what to order
7. Lacking a guidance of cooking international cuisine
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Personas

Persona III

Cheung

25, Male, American Born Chinese, Single
Salesman
Salary: $65,000
1. Born in a Cantonese family in the United States
2. Speaking English, Cantonese and a little bit Mandarin
3. Know how to cook but still need improvement
4. Always go to small groceries in Chinatown to buy
the necessities
5. Eat dinner with all his parents and grandparent everyweek
6. Got enough of the low quality food materials
7. Learned making soup from his grandmother
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Logo Design Process
Sketch - Computer Solutions - Colored refinements - Seal Carvings - Scaned Seal
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Logo Design Process
Seal Carvings (Finalized)
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Part II Brand Development

Brand Posters
Initial Poster Developments & Processes
I preferred the persuasive aspect for my posters. My brand is operating by a new idea that making
Chinese food familiar and easy to accept by the western people . Many western people are afraid
of some Chinese food materials. My propose is to neutralize the kind of feeling by persuading my
audience to accept and enjoy Chinese food and Chinese cuisine culture. The motivation of these
three poster is to emphasize how nice those unfamiliar Chinese food materials are.

For each poster, I wrote a short slogan for it that
persuading people accept them with a happy
mood. In the first poster, my idea is blooming. The
snow fungus is blooming on the brush painted
wood. In the second poster, my idea is satisfy of
the harvest. The big red dates tree is showing a
harvest feeling to the audience. In the third poster,
my idea is flying. To show the making process of
the tofu skin sticks is a good way to let people
know this unfamiliar but really good quality and
healthy food.
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Brand Posters
Final Refinements
For my new posters, I continued the idea of presenting the
raw food ingredients with Chinese styled brush strokes. The
new posters are came from the real photography work on
the real paper instead of moving and scaling the elements
on computer.
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Mood Board

Part II Brand Development

Competitors

Annie Chun’s

Ajinomoto

Kikkoman

Yoshinoya

Instant Chinese Food Brand

Japanese Food and

Japanese Food Seasoning

Instant Japanese Food

Chemical Brand

and Flavoring Brand

Brand and Restaurant

Nissin

Lee KUN KEE

Kokumotsu

Nong SHIM

Japanese Instant Noodle

Chinese Food Seasoning

Japanese Soba and Udon

Korean Instant Noodle

Brand

and Flavoring Brand

Noodle Brand

Brand

Otafuku

Hsin Tung Yang

Allrecipes

Food.com

Japanese Food Seasoning

Chinese Food Brand

Global Food Recipes Media

Home Cuisine Website

and Flavoring Brand
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Part II Brand Development

Creative Brief

Background

Audience

Sinotaste is also attractive for some

Keywords

quality healthy Chinese food and

Sinotaste is a new brand for the

The audience of Sinotaste is the people

professional chefs. For the chefs who

Flavor - Just like its name Sinotaste, the

aesthetical food experience. (Sub

Chinese food and food ingredients

who love to cook and interested in

do not cook Chinese cuisine primarily,

brand focuses on the flavor of Chinese

2) Sinotaste has a mission to reduce

market in the United States. Sinotaste

Chinese food and culture. Sinotaste is

Sinotaste provides guidance for them

food. To distinguish it from popular

people’s doubts misconceptions of

proposes to promote a new experience

a good choice for this kind of people

to help them understand the similarity

food ingredients in the American

Chinese food.

of Chinese food and Chinese cuisine

because it can not only provide

between Chinese cuisine and other

market, the mission of this brand is

culture to the clients who are interested

good quality Chinese food and food

cuisines and find a right way to cook

to promote the special flavors of high

in Chinese food and initially from the

materials but also provide a good

Chinese food or even create their own

quality Chinese food ingredients. By

United States. Sinotaste not only sells

guidance of cooking gourmet Chinese

creative new cuisine.

emphasizing flavor, the uniqueness of

high quality Chinese food materials that

food and realizing Chinese cuisine

can be used to cook gourmet Chinese

culture. The audience of Sinotaste is

food by its clients but also provides the

willing to buy and cook Chinese food.

Competitors

service that promotes Chinese cuisine

For the audience, a new well-designed

Annie Chun’s - Sinotaste is different

culture in the new age.

Chinese food brand is very worth

from Annie Chun’s because it also

trying. The guidance of Chinese cuisine

sells food ingredients not just instant

and food material is also quite useful.

Chinese food. Sinotaste also focus

Strength: High Quality Products High
Level Design Team New Ideas of
Promoting Food Culture
Weaknesses: New brand Lacking

The key stakeholders in the project of
Sinotaste include the following groups:

Popularity Chinese Food Specialized

American people who love to eat

High Advertising and Packaging

Chinese food are willing to learn how

Expense

to cook authentic Chinese food by

Opportunities: Many People
Interested in Chinese Food Culture Gap
Between High Quality Food Ingredients
and Chinese Food Ingredients. Not too
many Chinese Food Brands in the US
Threats: Famous Big Brands of Asian
Food Famous Traditional Chinese Food
Brands

themselves. They do not have a good
understanding of Chinese cuisine and
Chinese culture, but they are interested

Chinese food can be conveyed.
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Overview
The project of Sinotaste is to
popularize Chinese cuisine culture and

Familiarization - Nowadays in the

Chinese food materials to the People

United States, the problem of Chinese

living in the United States. Sinotaste

food and Chinese food materials is that

not only sells Chinese food but also

they are unfamiliar to the American

willing to establish a cultural concept

people. To get American people

for Chinese food. The whole project of

familiar with Chinese food and food

Sinotaste includes selling high quality

materials is the mission of Sinotaste. By

Chinese food ingredients, providing

providing the appropriate guidance for

good training programs on cooking

Kikkoman - Kikkoman is a brand

the American people, they can become

Chinese cuisine, helping people with

that specializes in food seasoning

more and more familiar with Chinese

their problems on recognizing original

and flavoring. Sinotaste is more

food and also Chinese culture.

Chinese food ingredients, and also

on the promotion of Chinese cuisine
culture.

comprehensive by selling various
products and providing colorful
services.

Chinese Culture In the project, the
brand is more likely to convey to
people a Chinese cuisine culture rather

eliminating the misunderstanding
between American people and Chinese
food and culture by connecting
different kinds of cuisines.

in discovering Chinese culture. For

Allrecipes - Sinotaste provides

than just selling high quality Chinese

these kinds of people, Sinotaste is a

specialized Chinese cooking guidance.

food and food materials. There are

What I am designing is whole series

good choice to introduce them to the

The competitor Allrecipes.com focuses

too many cultural connotations inside

of products and services that bring

fascinating world of Chinese cooking.

on global recipes. Sinotaste also

Chinese cuisine. To understand this

western people and Chinese food and

emphasize its own products in the

special Chinese culture should be the

culture closer. My design will persuade

cooking guidance.

first step of those American customers

western people to accept and get

cooking Chinese food.

familiar with Chinese food. In my design,

Chinese people who were born in
or lived in the United States will be
interested in Sinotaste. Compared with
some traditional Chinese food brands,
Sinotaste has better quality products
and more professional services. For this
kind of people, the main propose of
Sinotaste is to satisfy their demand for
high quality food ingredients.

I will convey the feeling of elegance to
Tone

make the brand different from all other

The tone of Sinotaste is gentle and

Messages and Drivers

traditional Chinese food brands, which

soft. Just like a Taoist priest. The

(Main) Sinotaste tends to promote

are old and lacking design.

brand should be persuasive and easily

Chinese cuisine culture rather than

accepted by the people unfamiliar

selling Chinese food. (Sub 1) Sinotaste

with it.

promotes a new lifestyle with high
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Part III Application Development
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Creative Brief

Deliverables
Narrative
A book or brochure that introduces
Chinese food and food ingredients
and promotes Chinese cuisine culture
to American people. In this book, I will
include necessary brief introductions
for the food materials and the cultural
stories related to those food ingredients.

Product
I will provide several series of
packaging designs to show high quality
Chinese food and food ingredients.
The packaging design will convey a
traditional Chinese aesthetic

Media Channel
I will also design a website for this
brand to sell its food products and
to promote online Chinese cuisine
cooking classes which mainly use the
products made by Sinotaste.

Part III
Application
Developement
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Part III Application Development

Deliverable 1 narrative

Finding the Best Idea
Idea 1

Idea 2

Idea 3

Idea selected

Mini Publication

Square Brochure

Formal Publication - Book

Formal Publication - Book

A comprehensive mini publication

This is going to be a brochure that

A formal book that mainly introducing

Finally I chose the third idea that

that introducing It can be used as not

contains cooking guidance and food

the Chinese cuisine culture. Instead of

to design a formal publication to

only a cookbook but also a guide for

materials together. The pages of this

showing recipes, this book is focusing

introduce Chinese cuisine culture

those people who are quite familiar

brochure are based on the specific

the traditional customs and the culture

instead of just showing recipes or food

with Chinese food materials. The

dishes. The purpose of this brochure is

of the food basically. The book will

ingredients. In this book, I designed

beginning part of this book will start

not only to popularize Chinese cuisine

include several parts about Chinese

8 spreads that including book cover,

with the culture and history of Chinese

and introduce Chinese food materials,

cuisine such as location diversity in

table of contents, chapter openers and

cuisine. The book will introduce the

but also to promote the food material

Chinese cuisine, Widely usage of the

also the main body of the book. The

unfamiliar culture for the American

products of the brand Sinotaste. The

Chinese herbs in Chinese cooking, and

regions of China classify the contents of

people. The book will include the

name of this brochure can be “15

also many useful and necessary topics

this book. I think this way can help me

step-be-step process of several basic

Chinese dishes by Sinotaste”. This

should be mentioned in every Chinese

creating a story for this book. This book

and easy-to-cook Chinese dishes.

brochure will be designed to be a gift

culture book. This book is published

is more about cuisine culture rather

On the other hand, the book will

when people purchase the products

by the brand Sinotaste. So in this book,

than food recipe. My purpose of this

include the introductions for Chinese

manufactured by Sinotaste. This is a tiny

some researches are made my experts

book is to make people familiar with

food materials. I want to create a

guide to help American with cooking

of Sinotaste. For instance, in such a

Chinese cuisine culture.

encyclopedia feeling for this part.

Chinese food and learn the food culture.

chapter, the book may talk about what

By showing the photography works

The culture part will be expressed in

kinds of Chinese ham is the best ones

and the text introductions for the

the page of the dishes. All those dishes

in China. The experts of Sinotaste

food materials, People could get the

should be famous traditional Chinese

develop the research results. There are

information when read this book. In the

dishes. It can also show some product

many conclusiona on Chinese cuisine

part of the cooking guidance, the food

pictures to guide people what Sinotaste

made by Sinotaste. By looking at this

materials usage will link to the pages of

product they need.

book, people can establish a correct

the food materials part in the book.

concept on Chinese food and the
culture in the food.
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Deliverable 1 narrative
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Deliverable 1 narrative
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Deliverable 2 Product

Part III Application Development

Packaging Design 1
Gourmet Spice Kits for Chinese Cuisine and Food
Recipes for Chinese Cooking Beginners

The product I have designed is more likely to promote Chinese cuisine culture rather than just selling
food or ingredients. I used some Chinese traditional materials and elements in my packaging design
this time such as Chinese calligraphy paper and also bamboo box. Last time my design could not convey
a high-end feeling. This time I used more expensive and luxury but natural materials to do packaging
design. I think this idea is work. I also enclose several recipes to help Chinese cooking beginners in the
box of gourmet spice kits. I think this will help those people who are not quite familiar with Chinese
cuisine and Chinese culture. This is also the main purpose and mission statement of my brand.

Initial Attempts
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Part III Application Development

Packaging Design 2
Fermented Glutinous Rice A Famous and Delicious
Chinese Rice Wine
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Packaging Design 3
Gourmet Spice for Chinese Cuisine
Dried Orange Peels
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Packaging Design 2
Fermented Glutinous Rice A Famous and Delicious
Chinese Rice Wine
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Part III Application Development

Deliverable 3 Media Channels - Web
I selected the most feasible idea

also include the TV programme idea

is comprehensive and quite useful for

which is to design a website to make

into my website by adding two long

people having different demands. This

western people familiar with Chinese

banners on two pages. By click the

is a website the gathering the functions

food and Chinese culture. This time

play button, audiences can watch the

of Chinese culture popularizing,

I lead the direction of my website

latest TV programme Tasting China to

Chinese cooking training, Chinese

toward promoting Chinese culture

realize Chinese food culture through

healthy lifestyle promoting and also

rather than showing Chinese food.

the journey of production team

Chinese cuisine food products selling.

The culture inside the food is far more

abound China. I am a functionalist

The main purpose of my website is to

important than the food itself. This is

so I designed want to maximize the

promote Chinese cuisine culture.

also the main thesis of my project. I

usages of the website of my brand. It
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